
Summary. 
Perfectly individual: your 
BMW.
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Your configuration

Total price £24,975.00
3 Saloon
320si Saloon £24,975.00
Alpine White £0.00
Blue Shadow Cloth/Alcantara Anthracite £0.00
Please note that the complete list of standard equipment is not shown here.

This is a list of the optional equipment you have chosen for this vehicle.

Optional equipment: £0.00
Aluminium Glacier Silver interior trim S04MG £0.00
Anthracite Headlining S0775 £0.00
Auto-Dim Interior Mirror S0431 £0.00
Automatic Air Conditioning S0534 £0.00
BMW Prof Radio/CD S0663 £0.00
CD Preparation S0694 £0.00
Colour Coded Door Handles S0321 £0.00
Cruise Control S0540 £0.00
Extended Interior Light Package S0563 £0.00
First Aid Kit & Triangle S0428 £0.00
Front Foglamps S0520 £0.00
High Gloss Shadow Line S0760 £0.00
M Steering Wheel S0710 £0.00
M-Aerodynamic Bodystyling I S0715 £0.00
M-Sports Suspension S0704 £0.00
Multi-func. Steering Whl S0249 £0.00
Park Distance Control (PDC) Rear S0507 £0.00
Remote Control Alarm S0302 £0.00
Smoker Package S0441 £0.00
Sports Seats S0481 £0.00

Manufacturer's recommended retail price including delivery, first registration fee, vehicle exise duty and number 
plates.

The models illustrated show the specifications for various markets and not specifically for the UK. In part, they 
may include optional equipment and accessories not fitted as standard. 
 
According to the specific requirements of other markets, alterations in models, standard and optional equipment, 
as described in the text and pictures, may occur. Subject to change in design and equipment. Subject to error. 
BMW reserves the right to alter prices and specifications without notice. 
 
Test drives are offered subject to the terms and conditions of the dealer concerned. 

The content of this website has been created with the greatest care and attention to detail. Nonetheless, BMW 
(UK) cannot guarantee the absolute accuracy of the information and prices given. BMW (UK) accepts no liability 
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arising from this information. 
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